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Maintaining furnace excess oxygen
within an acceptable range isn’t
easy, but it’s well worth the effort.

The adverse effects of excessive air infiltra-
tion on excess oxygen and boiler efficiency
are well understood (see POWER, March
2005, p. 62, for an in-depth review of the
subject). The excess air introduced by leaks
complicates operators’ jobs by increasing
slagging, flyash loss on ignition, the need
for superheat and/or reheat attemperator
spraying, and even corrosion rates. Mean-
while, an insufficient flow of oxygen to a
unit can lower windbox pressure, produce
poor burner-to-burner secondary air distrib-
ution, and generally decrease combustion
efficiency. Although air in-leakage is a
“stealth” phenomenon, its effects are obvi-
ous: reduced unit availability and output.

For optimum combustion in most coal-
fired boilers, the level of excess oxygen at
the furnace exit should be maintained at an
average of about 3%, with no single point
below 1%. But the harsh environment at the
exit precludes measuring the level there.
Typically, permanent excess-oxygen moni-
toring systems are installed downstream, at
the economizer outlet. This approach has a
big disadvantage: As units age, increased
in-leakage and oxygen stratification often
cause probes to erroneously register excess-
oxygen levels that are higher than the actual
level at the furnace exit. For example,

although a sensor may indicate that there is
3% excess oxygen at the economizer outlet,
the level  at  the furnace exit  may be
approaching 0% if there is as little as 15%
air in-leakage between the two points.

Analysis of the flue gas at the furnace
exit provides the most accurate reading of
combustion conditions prior to any mixing
of flue gases that may occur in the convec-
tion backpass. Using existing furnace
observation ports and a high-velocity ther-

mocouple (HVT) probe, engineers from
Innovative Combustion Technologies Inc.
(Birmingham, Ala.) developed a profile of
the excess-oxygen and flue gas temperature
levels at the furnace exit. Combining the
data from this probe with data from the
economizer outlet allows accurate determi-
nation of the amount of air in-leakage
between the furnace exit and economizer
outlet.

As the contour plots shown in Figures 1
and 2 make clear, excessive air in-leakage
can have a big impact on the distribution
of excess-oxygen levels in a furnace. The
plots were developed from data collected
on a 1960s-vintage, coal-fired 700-MW
utility boiler that is very similar to the one
discussed below. Data collected at the
economizer outlet (Figure 2) confirmed
that the plant’s oxygen probes were work-
ing properly (local excess oxygen mea-
sured 2.75% on a dry basis and 3.10% on
a wet basis). Based on the information

Sealing boiler cracks 
once and for all 
Reducing boiler air in-leakage is a never-ending chore. Boiler leaks are hard to

find and permanently fix. Stop one leak, and more will inevitably appear—
usually in the same area. Learn how one utility reduced air infiltration at a
coal-fired plant from 12.5% to less than 2%, saving over a million dollars
in fuel costs annually. Too bad the maintenance budget doesn’t get a per-
centage of the savings.

By Henry F. McNeill, Jr., Innovative Combustion Technologies Inc., and David Peppers, Alabama Power Co., Gorgas Steam Plant
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1. Oxygen deprivation. A contour plot of the excess-oxygen distribution within a 700-
MW coal-fired furnace. Courtesy: Innovative Combustion Technologies Inc.

Analysis of the flue gas at the furnace
exit provides the most accurate reading
of combustion conditions prior to any
mixing of flue gases that may occur in
the convection backpass.
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available to the control room operator, the
unit appeared to be running at the correct
excess-oxygen setpoint. But a water-
cooled  t raverse  of  the  furnace  ex i t
revealed otherwise: Excess oxygen con-
tent at the furnace exit averaged less than
0.25% (dry basis).

Leaky penthouse
Unit 10 of Alabama Power’s Gorgas Steam
Plant in Walker County is a late-1960s-
vintage, 700-MW supercritical unit that
currently fires pulverized Eastern bitumi-
nous coal. The eight-corner, dual-furnace
design by Combustion Engineering has six
burner elevations and is equipped with sep-
arated overfire-air.

This unit had a history of frequent
upper-furnace slag problems caused by
excessive penthouse infiltration, primarily
due to the condition of the penthouse cas-
ing (floor). Since the mid-1980s, every out-
age of this unit had included repair of the
penthouse casing and refractory. Cracks
around the periphery of tube penetrations
atop seal boxes, at the interface of the seal
box and penthouse casing floor, and along
the high crown seals were usually the most
prevalent form of damage observed.

Outage inspections also revealed that
Gorgas Unit 10’s penthouse casing floor
and seal boxes were unusually susceptible

to cracks and tears that were likely due to
the poor condition of the underlying refrac-
tory. The extent of damage to the casing
was so severe that areas of in-leakage

totaled more than 10 ft2. Many of the casing
cracks (Figure 3) were located around the
pendant superheat tube penetrations and the
area above the convection pass, particularly
around the economizer upleg penetrations.
These leaks were weld-repaired multiple
times. The repair typically comprised the
addition of non-elastic refractory (either
castable or plastic) and welding of the dam-
aged casing. But often, during the subse-
quent outage, inspections revealed that
cracks had reappeared at, or adjacent to, the
weld repair site.

There are two common problems with
this type of repair: The weld repair is not
sufficiently flexible and the thermal
expansion forces responsible for the cas-
ing cracks and refractory damage are often
still present. Because the weld repair often
is stronger than the surrounding casing
material, when the boiler is brought back
on-line and up to temperature, the casing
cracks once again, often adjacent to the
original crack. At the Gorgas plant, opera-
tors observed that the reappearance of
cracks was accompanied by increased
upper-furnace slagging, increased opacity,
insufficient excess oxygen in the furnace
cavi ty  (de lay ing  combust ion) ,  and
induced-draft (ID) fan capacity issues—
resulting in unit de-rates.

Another consequence of excess air in-
leakage is a loss of ID fan capacity. Any
air that leaks into a balanced-draft boiler is
significant because it consumes available

Bottom of boiler left economizer outlet duct

Bottom of boiler right economizer outlet duct
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2. Leaky ducts. Traverses of the economizer outlet ducts revealed that control room
excess-oxygen indications were indeed correct; however, the majority of excess oxygen
entered the system “downstream” of the furnace cavity. Courtesy: Innovative Combustion
Technologies Inc.
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3. Before repairs. Examples of casing damage found in the penthouse. Note the new
casing cracks adjacent to earlier cracks that were weld-repaired. Courtesy: Innovative
Combustion Technologies Inc.
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ID fan capacity. As mentioned, in-leakage
upstream of a unit’s permanent excess-
oxygen analyzers at the economizer outlet
will cause an erroneously high “reading”
of excess oxygen when compared with the
furnace cavity excess oxygen. With exces-
sive penthouse in-leakage, the O2 probes
measure “tramp” oxygen that did not pass
through the burners. Because this air is
unheated, its density of about 0.075 lb/ft2

is about 625% more dense than that of the
surrounding flue gas, at 0.012 lb/ft2.
Because the unheated air and flue gas have
such dissimilar density, they do not mix,
and the tramp air contributes little to the
combustion process.

Tight results
In January 1999, diagnostic testing on Gor-
gas Unit 10 revealed that air in-leakage
between the furnace exit (in the nose arch
area) and the economizer outlet was exces-
sive, particularly on the boiler’s North fur-
nace .  Whi le  the  average in- leakage
between the furnace exit and economizer
outlet was about 12.5%, the in-leakage on
the North furnace exceeded 17% and the
in-leakage on the South furnace was slight-
ly less than 8%. The difference was due to
a 25-foot-long, 2- to 3-inch-wide crack in
the penthouse casing on the North side.

During the spring 1999 outage of Unit 10,
High Temperature Technologies Inc. applied
an Isomembrane sealing system from Den-
mark’s Hasle Isomax A/S to select pent-
house locations to gauge its performance
(Hasle’s U.S. sales agent is Charlotte-based
High Temperature Technologies Inc.; see
www.isomembrane.com). The system was
applied to areas with the most significant
casing damage (Figure 4), including along
the 25-foot crack above the convection pass
and between tube penetrations on the pen-
dant superheater.

After Unit 10 went back on-line, a set of
follow-up tests (HVT traverses of the fur-
nace and gas-species traverses of the econo-
mizer outlet) was performed in April 1999.
The results indicated that air infiltration had
been significantly reduced, especially on the
unit’s North furnace. The average level of
air in-leakage between the furnace exit and
economizer outlet had fallen to 3.20%,
based on a 4.28% reading from the North
furnace and a 2.11% reading from the South
furnace. Plant personnel were so pleased
with the effectiveness of the repair that they
installed additional Isomembrane in other
areas of the penthouse during a one-week
outage in fall of the same year.

Subsequent testing, in February 2000,
revealed that leakage between the furnace
exit and economizer leakage had decreased

to 2.05%. Leakage of this magnitude is
consistent with a “tightly sealed” pent-
house; the bulk of the remaining leakage is
likely due to air ingress through sootblower
openings and furnace/convection pass
access doors. No further repairs have since
been required (Figure 5).

In May 2004, as part of a routine combus-
tion performance assessment, gas-species tra-
verses were again performed at the furnace

exit and economizer outlet of Unit 10 to
identify levels of leakage and to validate the
readings of the plant’s excess oxygen moni-
tors. These tests indicated that the average
level of air in-leakage between the two points
had risen to 4.96%, due to casing cracks that
had appeared since the original Isomembrane
repair. Figure 6 plots the changes in air in-
leakage levels in the North and South fur-
naces between January 1999 and July 2004.
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5. Keeps on sealing. Isomembrane repairs made in the spring of 1999 are still holding
fast. Courtesy: Innovative Combustion Technologies Inc.

4. After repairs. Examples of casing repairs using the Isomembrane seal process.
Courtesy: Innovative Combustion Technologies Inc.
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Payback in months, not years
Quantifying the savings produced by
installing the Isomembrane seal is difficult.
After the repair, Gorgas Unit 10 experi-
enced reduced slagging, less de-rating, a
lower heat rate, and improvements to many
operational and performance parameters
(reduced loss on ignition, de-superheating
spray flows, and boiler exit gas tempera-
tures). However, based on plant operating
data and prevailing bus bar generation
prices, it’s safe to conclude that sealing the
penthouse leaks has saved the plant nearly
$1.7 million annually (see table).

It is, however, possible to calculate the
“hard” savings directly attributable to the
penthouse repair. They include the avoided
labor and material costs to repair the refrac-
tory and penthouse casing and seals, as well

as the reduction in ID fan auxiliary horse-
power needs produced by the Isomem-
brane’s reduction in mass gas flow.

The Gorgas plant’s records indicate that
each annual repair of Unit 10’s penthouse
casing—using conventional procedures—
cost $20,000 to $40,000 in materials and
man-hours (160 for each repair). A conser-
vative estimate of the cost saving in auxil-
iary horsepower needed for the unit’s four
1,000-hp ID fans (a reduction of 10% in
mass gas flow requires 25% less horsepow-
er) at $0.02/kWh is about $365,000/year.
Because the total cost of the two Isomem-
brane seal repairs was less than $100,000,
their payback period was a very short 3.5
months. ■
—Henry F. McNeill Jr., can be reached at

macmcneill@innovativecombustion.com.
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6. Sealed tight. Furnace excess-oxygen levels at Gorgas Unit 10 before and after repairs
were made. Source: Innovative Combustion Technologies Inc.

Parameter

Flyash loss on ignition 2% reduction in loss on ignition 24.2 Btu/kWh

Lost generation (300-MW
de-rate to shed furnace
slag)

8 hours/outage; one outage
every two months

$35/MWh

Reduced auxiliary
horsepower for 1,000-hp
induced draft fans

Four fans (with 70% capacity
factor) x 745 kW saving x 8,760
hours = 18,385 MWh

$0.02/kWh bus bar price

Desuperheating reheat
spray flows

0.2% heat rate for 1.0% of main
steam flow

37.2 Btu/kWh

Reduced boiler exit gas
temperature

10F reduction 23.25 Btu/kWh

Total annual savings

Quantity Assumed cost or penalty

$233,400

$504,000

$367,700

$359,000

$217,600

$1,681,700

Annual saving

Assumptions: Heat rate = 9,300 Btu/kWh; fuel cost = $50/ton; fuel heating value = 12,000 Btu.

Cost savings attributable to the permanent sealing of Unit 10’s
casing leaks

Source: Innovative Combustion Technologies Inc.




